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We measured the current–voltage (I–V ) and spectral-response characteristics of InGaP/GaAs/Si hybrid triple-junction cells that were fabricated
by using surface-activated bonding methods. We found by spectral response measurements that the current generated in the Si-based bottom cell
was lower than those in the top and middle cells under the conditions of an air mass of 1.5G and one sun. Furthermore we observed a discrepancy
between the short-circuit current, which was obtained by subtracting the estimated contribution of Si ledges surrounding InGaP/GaAs mesas to
the I–V characteristics, and the results of spectral response measurements. One possible model for explaining the discrepancy was discussed on
the basis of the electrical coupling scheme between subcells. The intrinsic conversion efﬁciency of a 5 ' 5 mm2 triple-junction cell was crudely
estimated to be >26% by compensating for the shadow loss as well as subtracting the contribution of Si ledges.
© 2015 The Japan Society of Applied Physics
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Introduction

Multijunction solar cells composed by stacking group-III–
arsenide- or phosphide-based subcells with diﬀerent bandgaps1–7) have been promising candidates for next-generation
solar cells8) and have reportedly brought about the highest
conversion eﬃciencies among a variety of solar cell
structures.9) Conversion eﬃciencies as high as >30% were
reported for metal–organic vapor-phase epitaxy (MOVPE)grown InGaP=InGaAs=Ge and InGaP=GaAs=InGaAs triplejunction cells.6,7)
The main approach in research and development of
multijunciton cells has been to increase the number of
subcells while the current matching condition is fulﬁlled.8)
The concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) approach has been
additionally employed.10,11) Actually a conversion eﬃciency
of 44.7% was reported for InGaP=GaAs=InGaAsP=InGaAs
four-junction cells under the 297-times CPV condition.12)
Another approach is to replace Ge-based or InGaAs-based
bottom cells in the above structures with Si-based ones from
the practical viewpoints. Group-III arsenides or phosphides=
Si stacks are, consequently, likely to be the ideal structure for
multijunction cells. The growth of compound-semiconductorbased cells on Si substrates or on Si-based bottom cells
was reported.13–15) It is still diﬃcult, however, to grow III–Von-Si multijunction cells because of (1) large diﬀerences in
lattice constants and thermal expansion coeﬃcients between
compound semiconductors and Si16) and (2) the frequent
occurrence of anti-phase domains in the growth of group-III
arsenide or phosphide layers on Si substrates.17)
Multijunction cells can alternatively be fabricated by
bonding subcells, or using the hybrid approach.18–20) In the
conventional bonding process, surfaces of samples must be
carefully treated prior to the bonding and samples must be
heated during their bonding in order to obtain excellent
electrical characteristics of the bonding interfaces,18,21) which
are required for achieving high conversion eﬃciencies.
The surface-activated bonding (SAB), in which the
samples are bonded to each other after their surfaces are
activated by the Ar beam irradiation,22–27) has enabled us
to form semiconductor junctions without heating samples.22)
Consequently, junctions of dissimilar materials with diﬀerent

thermal expansion coeﬃcients can be made by SAB. The
structural properties of Si=Si junctions were previously
examined.23,24) The current–voltage (I–V) characteristics of
SAB-based Si=Si, Si=GaAs, Si=InP, and Si=GaN junctions
were reported.25,26,28)
We investigated the electrical properties of SAB-based Si=
GaAs junctions by measuring their I–V as well as
capacitance–voltage characteristics.29,30) We found by capacitance–voltage measurements that the band proﬁles of
SAB-based GaAs=Si junctions revealed type-II features. We
also measured the I–V characteristics of p–n junctions
composed of semiconductor layers with diﬀerent doping
concentrations.31) We found that the resistance across the
bonding interface decreased as the concentrations of impurities in p- and n-doped layers increased. The lowest interface
resistance that we obtained was 0.13 Ω·cm2. Furthermore
we fabricated InGaP=Si double-junction cells by SAB.32)
We measured their I–V characteristics and examined the
relationship between the characteristics in the multijunction
operation and those of the constituent subcells.
There were reports on SAB-based InGaP=GaAs=Si hybrid
triple-junction cells, in which n-GaAs=n-Si isotype heterojunctions were employed for bonding. Conversion eﬃciencies of 20.5 (1 sun) and 23.6% (71 sun) were achieved.33) We
found by measuring the spectral responses of InGaP=GaAs=
Si triple-junction cells that SAB-based GaAs=Si interfaces
are transparent from the electrical and optical viewpoints
and promising as a constituent of multijunction cells.34) We
also obtained results suggesting that the Si periphery of
InGaP=GaAs mesas contributed to the measured characteristics of triple-junction cells. We recently reported on the
I–V characteristics of a 5 × 5 mm2 triple-junction cell.35)
In this paper, by investigating the I–V characteristics of
InGaP=GaAs=Si triple-junction cells in diﬀerent conﬁgurations, we estimate the contribution of Si ledges surrounding
the InGaP=GaAs mesas and subtract it from the cell
characteristics. We ﬁnd a discrepancy between the estimated
actual short-circuit current of the triple-junction cells and
currents generated in the respective subcells obtained by
spectral-response measurements. A model for explaining the
discrepancy based on the scheme of electrical coupling
between subcells is discussed.
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Experiments

2.1 Triple-junction cell fabrication and measurement
method

An n-on-p Si-based bottom cell structure was prepared by
the implantation of phosphor (P) ions to a high-resistive
(10.9 Ω·cm) p-type Si(100) substrate and the subsequent
rapid thermal annealing (900 °C and 1 min). The acceleration
energy and dose in the implantation were 10 keV and 4.3 ×
1014 cm−2, respectively. The peak concentration of P atoms
after the annealing was estimated to be 6 × 1019 cm−3 at a
depth of 12 nm on the basis of a preparatory study by
secondary ion mass spectroscopy. Boron (B) ions were
also implanted on the back surface of the substrate so as to
form contacts with a low resistance to the base. In addition,
an n-on-p lattice-matched InGaP=GaAs double-junction cell
structure was fabricated by growing a buﬀer layer, a top
contact layer, an InGaP-based top cell structure, a tunneljunction layer, a GaAs-based bottom cell structure, and a
GaAs bonding layer on a GaAs substrate by MOVPE. The
GaAs bonding layer was heavily p-type doped so as to
achieve low contact resistances. Note that the respective
layers were grown in the reverse order.
The double-junction cell structure was attached to the
bottom cell structure by SAB without heating. The emitter
thickness of the bottom cell structures was estimated to be
∼10–20 nm because a preparatory study revealed that the
bonding surfaces were etched by several nm owing to the
Ar beam irradiation in the SAB process. After the GaAs
substrate was selectively etched oﬀ, a conventional device
process sequence, which consisted of InGaP=GaAs mesa
etching, emitter contact formation, anti-reﬂection ﬁlm
deposition, Si mesa etching for bottom cell isolation (etching
depth of ∼1 µm), and base contact formation, was employed
so that triple-junction cells with 1 × 1, 2 × 2, 4 × 4, and
5 × 5 mm2 InGaP=GaAs mesa areas were fabricated. The
geometry of devices deﬁned that the eﬀective portions in the
mesas were 69.9, 79.6, 84.5, and 87.4% in the 1 × 1, 2 × 2,
4 × 4, and 5 × 5 mm2 cells, which cause the shadow losses
in the respective cells. InGaP=GaAs mesas in the respective
cells are surrounded by Si ledges with an extension of
100 µm, which were essential for stably completing the
bottom cell isolation process. A schematic cross section of
a triple-junction cell is shown in Fig. 1. Details of the
fabrication process were previously reported.32,34)
The I–V characteristics of the respective cells were
measured using a calibrated in-house solar simulator at room
temperature. The solar irradiance under the conditions of an
air mass of 1.5G and one sun was used. Dependencies of
the short-circuit current ISC on the solar irradiance were
investigated between ∼0.07 and one sun using mesh-shaped
masks. Spectral-response measurements were also performed
using Enlitech QE-R. LED modules were employed as bias
light sources in measurements for multijunction cells.
2.2 Cell characterization
2.2.1 I–V characteristics under one-sun solar irradiance

The characteristics of the 5 × 5 mm2 cell are shown in Fig. 2.
ISC, the open-circuit voltage VOC, the ﬁll factor, and the
maximum output power are 2.845 mA, 2.875 V, 84.48%, and
6.908 mW, respectively, for the conﬁguration in which the

Fig. 1. (Color online) A schematic cross section of n-on-p InGaP=GaAs=
Si triple-junction cells.

Fig. 2. (Color online) I–V characteristics of a 5 × 5 mm2 InGaP=GaAs=Si
triple-junction cell. Two curves for cells for the conﬁguration in which the
entire Si ledge was exposed (solid line) and one-half of the ledge was masked
(dashed line) are shown. ISC, VOC, the ﬁll factor, and the maximum output
power extracted from the respective curves as well as photos for the
respective conﬁgurations are also shown.

entire ledge was exposed to the incident solar irradiance. By
approximately ignoring the contribution of the Si ledge, the
short-circuit current density (JSC) and conversion eﬃciency
of this cell are found to be 11.38 mA=cm2 and 27.63%,
respectively. Such apparent JSC and conversion eﬃciency of
all cells, which were extracted from the measured characteristics using the same approximation, are shown in Fig. 3. We
ﬁnd that JSC and the conversion eﬃciency increase as the
InGaP=GaAs mesa size increases, which is attributed to the
larger shadow losses in cells with the smaller mesa areas.
The I–V characteristics of the 5 × 5 mm2 cell obtained in
the conﬁguration in which one-half of the Si ledge was
masked are also shown in Fig. 2. ISC, VOC, the ﬁll factor, and
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Fig. 3. The apparent JSC and conversion eﬃciency of InGaP=GaAs=Si
triple-junction cells with diﬀerent mesa areas that are extracted from
measurements with entire Si ledges exposed.

Fig. 5. Relationship between normalized JSC of the 5 × 5 mm2 triple
junction cell with one-half of Si ledge masked and that of a Si-based cell
measured at various solar irradiances. A straight line indicating that JSC
values of the both cells are proportion to each other is also shown as guide to
the eye.

actual JSC (∼10 mA=cm2) is intermediate among currents
generated in the respective subcells.
2.2.3

Dependencies on magnitude of solar irradiance
The relationship between JSC of the 5 × 5 mm2 triple-junction
cells and that of Si cells obtained in measurements at various
solar irradiances is shown in Fig. 5. JSC of the triple-junction
cell was measured in the conﬁguration that one-half of Si
ledge was masked. JSC of each cell is normalized to JSC for
the one-sun irradiance. We found that JSC in the triplejunction cell is almost proportional to that in the Si cell. We
conﬁrmed (data not shown) that JSC in the triple-junction
cell with the entire Si ledge exposed to the irradiance
revealed the same behavior.
Fig. 4. (Color online) External quantum eﬃciency spectrum of a
5 × 5 mm2 triple-junction cell. Currents generated in the respective subcells
are also shown.

the maximum output power in this conﬁguration are
2.734 mA, 2.847 V, 81.83%, and 6.368 mW, respectively.
Given that the observed diﬀerences in ISC and the maximum
output power between the two conﬁgurations were attributed
to the contribution of one-half of Si ledge, ISC and the
maximum output power that should be obtained without
the contribution of the Si ledge might be ≈2.62 mA and
≈5.83 mW, respectively. These values correspond to JSC and
a conversion eﬃciency of ∼10 mA=cm2 and ∼23%, respectively. Furthermore by compensating for the shadow loss,
the intrinsic conversion eﬃciency of this cell is estimated to
be ∼26%.
2.2.2

Spectral-response characteristics
The external quantum eﬃciency (EQE) spectrum of the
5 × 5 mm2 cell is shown in Fig. 4. Currents generated in the
respective subcells under the conditions of an air mass of
1.5G and one sun, which were obtained using the EQE
spectrum, are found to be 12.1, 12.9, and 6.53 mA=cm2 for
the top, middle, and bottom cells, respectively. Note that the

3.

Discussion

The result that the actual JSC of the triple-junction cells
(∼10 mA=cm2) is intermediate among currents observed for
the respective subcells in spectral response measurements is
in disagreement with a simple view that the short-circuit
current of multijunction cells should be limited by currents
generated in subcells. One possible explanation for this
disagreement is given by the optical coupling scheme.36,37)
Although the optical coupling reportedly plays a major role
in multijunction cells under CPV conditions, the luminescent
coupling factor under the one-sun irradiance is likely to be
too small to explain the observed disagreement.37)
Another mechanism that explains the result is explored for
n-on-p double-junction cells with the short-circuit current of
the top cell JSC,1 larger than that of the bottom cell JSC,2. The
band diagram of such double-junction cells is schematically
shown in Fig. 6 for the cells that are short-circuited. The
diﬀerence in short-circuit current between subcells implies
that the generation rate of carriers excited in the top cell
should be higher than that of carriers excited in the bottom
cell. A portion of the holes excited in the top cell is,
consequently, assumed to condense in the p-doped layer in
the tunnel junction. The condensation of holes plays a role
in lowering the potential energy in this layer [(2) in Fig. 6].
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heterojunction phototransistors were analyzed and the
observed enhancements of optical gains were successfully
explained.38,39)
The short-circuit current of the double-junction cell JSC,DJ
in this electrical coupling scheme is given by
JSC,DJ ¼

Fig. 6. (Color online) Conceptual band diagram of n-on-p double junction
cells in which the solar irradiance excites carriers (1) so that the potential in
the p+ layer of tunnel junctions is modulated owing to condensation of holes
(2). Then holes are driven across the emitter of bottom cells (3).
Simultaneously the minority carriers are electrically injected into the
forward-biased top cell (4).

Such modulation in the potential is assumed to induce the
injection of holes from the p-doped layer toward the base of
the bottom cell across its 10–20-nm-thick emitter [(3) in
Fig. 6] so that the current ﬂowing through the bottom cell is
larger than JSC,2. In addition, the modulation in the potential
should cause a forward bias to the top cell and enhance the
injection of minority carriers in the top cell [(4) in Fig. 6].
Then the current occurring in the top cell is likely to be
smaller than JSC,1.
Figure 7(a) shows an equivalent circuit of double-junction
cells discussed above. The circuit is composed of two current
sources with magnitudes of JSC,1 and JSC,2 and three p–n
diodes. Note that a p–n diode for the tunnel junction
connecting the two subcells is explicitly displayed in this
ﬁgure. Given that these p–n diodes are connected in a backto-back conﬁguration, they are equivalently replaced by
n–p–n and p–n–p bipolar transistors, as is shown in Fig. 7(b).
In this ﬁgure, α1 and α2 denote common-base current gains of
the n–p–n and p–n–p bipolar transistors, respectively. The
base and emitter currents in the n–p–n transistor are attributed
to the holes generated in the top cell and electrons injected
from the emitter of the top cell, respectively. The emitter
current in the p–n–p transistor is due to the holes injected
into the emitter of the bottom cell, which works as the base of
this transistor. Using a similar scheme, the performances of

ð1Þ

which should be intermediate between JSC,1 and JSC,2.
We note that both JSC,1 and JSC,2 are likely to be scaled as
the solar irradiance. This means that JSC,DJ in Eq. (1) is likely
to be scaled as the solar irradiance provided that α1 and α2
are independent of its magnitude. We also note that the
performances of Si-based single-junction cells are free from
photon recycling eﬀects so that their JSC is likely to be
proportional to the irradiance. The result of measurements
showing that JSC of the triple-junction cell changes in
proportion to that of Si cells, consequently, suggests that
the features observed in JSC of the triple-junction cell might
be explained by the electrical coupling of subcells. The
potentials of the base of the middle cells and the emitter of
the bottom cells must be characterized for more quantitative
discussions.
4.

Fig. 7. An equivalent circuit of n-on-p double-junction cells composed of
(a) three p–n diodes and (b) n–p–n and p–n–p bipolar transistors.

1 2 JSC,1 þ JSC,2
;
1 þ 1 2  2

Conclusions

We successfully fabricated n-on-p InGaP=GaAs=Si hybrid
triple-junction cells by the surface activated bonding of an
MOVPE-grown lattice-matched InGaP=GaAs double-junction cell structure to an ion-implantation-based Si bottom
cell structure. Their I–V characteristics were measured under
the conditions of an air mass of 1.5G and one sun at room
temperature. A JSC of 11.38 mA=cm2 and a conversion
eﬃciency of 27.63% were achieved for a 5 × 5 mm2 cell by
approximately ignoring the contribution of the Si ledge with
an extension of 100 µm. The actual JSC of this cell was
estimated to be ∼10 mA=cm2, which was in disagreement
with results of spectral response measurements. One possible
explanation on the basis of the electrical coupling between
subcells was given. Furthermore the conversion eﬃciency of
the cell was estimated to be ∼26% by subtracting the
contribution of the Si ledge and compensating for the shadow
loss.
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